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Introduction  
 Sports become an international industry with all factors of markets 

capitals, substantial, human, and informational sources as a marketing field in 

which purchasing prevailed [1]. Sports marketing prevailed beside beneficiaries 

services as an economic change at both national and international levels [2]. 

Under this field of investment, many marketing organizations appeared in 

addition to clients attending and wishing for different sports events [3]. It was 

important sports to be prepared in a specific manner in conformity with 

marketing filed [4]; and penetrating the marketing field in different and new 

forms attracting consumer, which created new and distinctive, sports products 

and services[5] , [6]. 

With the expansion of sports industry as a business for increasing the 

sports stakeholder income [7] in addition to the increase of all expenses and the 

clear development in championships organizations costs, financial consultation 

become important [1], Especially in preparing budgets, financial sources and tax 

deduction [8]. 

Where sports management agencies concluded contracts, insurance policies, 

settlement systems, travel agreements, deals with mass media, disputes and 

establish a harmony between the contracting parties whether (players - trainers - 

sports event - sponsors) [9], In addition to main factors which resulted in their 

development and growth such as establishing player unions and leagues, 

increasing financial opportunities in their contracts and their financial 

consultation needs [10].Such agencies were considered as the safety valve for the 

contracting clients to have the best investment opportunities in the sports industry 

 [11].  

If we considered the international sports agencies, and locating that factor 

in the Arab region we will find that such agencies are rare, leading to the fact that 

many national sports organization depend on international agencies for investing 

their capital in the interest of their sports and economic purposes as Egypt in 

2010 Bidding, and Qatar in Fifa 2020 world cup,  believing in the importance of 

investment in the national sports industry depending on administrative, systems, 

theories and with the appearance of the concept of sports management and its 

relation to business as the tool of supporting investment, it was important to have 

different forms of such practical and scientific agencies for sports management at 

the national level, which pointed us to analyze international agencies and high 

lighting their success bases to be models used at the national level. 
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Research Terminology 

Sports management Agencies: Agencies represent sports property and they 

can be a person, a company, event or even a place through offering some services 

including deals, sales or licenses in addition to marketing and administrating 

activities of festivals, sport events, arts and music [12]. 

Sports Marketing: Planning and executing the whole perspective of pricing, 

promoting and distributing ideas, goods and services to create a process of 

exchange which satisfies individuals and organizations needs [13] 

Sports Management: Any combination of skills related to planning, 

organizing, directing, controlling, budgeting, leading, and evaluating within the 

context of an organization or department whose primary product or service is 

related to sport and/or physical activity [14] 

Research Objectives 
Objectives aim to analyze a number of international sports management agencies 

through: 

 The studied agencies objectives  

 The studied agencies activities nature 

 The studied agencies clients' nature 

 Quality norms availability for the studied agencies 

Research Questions 
1. What are the objectives of the studied international sports management 

agencies? 

2. What are types and nature of activities of the studied international sports 

management agencies? 

3. What are types and nature of clients of the studied international sports 

management agencies? 

4. How far quality bases and norms are available at the studied international 

sports management agencies? 

Research Methodology 

Research Method: researchers used the descriptive method by using 

comparative analysis. 

Research Sample:  
For determining the sample in an objective way exceeding the factual 

realty, the researcher, through using the internet, identified some agencies 

specialized in such field, the study resulted in determining these agencies types, 

nature and activities, places of practice and how far they suit the national nature, 

The target was to identify international sports management agencies through the 

simple deliberated method [15, 16] It was formulated so that it represents all 

international trends and applies different activities in the sports industry and 

represents the entire world countries as stated in table no. (1) 
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Table (1): Study Sample, International sports management AgenciesN = (20) 

 

S Agency's Name Agency's Activity Country 
Contine

nt 

1.  

IMG 

International 

Management 

Group 

specialized in sports management  worldwide in 

addition to offering services of: Connects  

Brands  to Global Opportunities in Fashion and 

Media 

U.S.A 
North 

America 

2.  

DWA General 

Agency 

 

General agency focuses on sports organizations 

and event including some marginal agencies 

(DWA for golf – DWA for marketing – DWA 

for production development – DWA for 

information services) 

U.S.A 
North 

America 

3.  
NSGA Sport  

Market Agency 

Special agency depends on sports marketing 

and goods marketing. 
U.S.A 

North 

America 

4.  Triple Crown 

Specialized Agency offering sports events 

programs and market researches for spectator's 

tickets returns and finances sports events. 

U.S.A 
North 

America 

5.  

The Agency 

Sports 

Management 

and Marketing 

Full-service marketing and management 

Agency specializing in representation of high-

profile personalities and brands. With 

associated company, Goal Marketing, the firm 

represents established and rising stars in sports, 

media, entertainment and the culinary industries 

U.S.A 
North 

America 

6.  

Sports 

Management 

Worldwide 

Connecting athletes, agents, teams 

 and sponsorships worldwide. 
U.S.A 

North 

America 

7.  

Fantactics 

Sports & 

Entertainment 

Marketing  

Professional sports management company 

Represent sponsorship and marketing 

campaigns in the sports and entertainment 

industry. 

Canada 
North 

America 

8.  Avant  Sport 

the International Sport Marketing and 

Communication Agency that best understand 

the needs and objectives of each brand 

Spain Europe 

9.  

The Forward-

thinking 

Sports 

Marketing  

specialized Agency in promotion, and 

marketing for professional players of all games 
England Europe 

10.  
New Era Global 

Sports 

specialized Agency offering negotiation 

contracts, management style, mass media, 

welfare, certificates, education and financial 

and legal aspects 

England Europe 

11.  Definitive 

provide a full sports management service to 

clients, complemented by the legal team at 

Dolmans Solicitors of Cardiff 

England Europe 

12.  

EDGE Sports 

International. 

INC 

An elite sports management group representing 

top professional athletes worldwide. Edge 

Sports was recently named, "One of the hottest 

agencies in the country 

France Europe 
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S Agency's Name Agency's Activity Country 
Contine

nt 

13.  

Klitschko 

Management 

Group GmbH 

Provide full service management group 

providing services to professional players 
Germany Europe 

14.  
Titan 

Management 

Representing clients from various high profile 

sports including Rugby League, Rugby Union, 

Basketball, Soccer, Surfing, Cricket and AFL 

Sidney Australia 

15.  
Sport Star 

Management 

Offering integrated services with many 

consultants, service agent of sports worldwide. 
Sidney Australia 

16.  
Medal East 

Octagon 

Offering consulting services, administrating 

sports implications representing sports figures 

including sports teams, leagues and unions 

bards and companies of sports implication 

transmissions in sports and recreation. 

U.A.E Asia 

17.  
Total Sports 

Asis 

Sports marketing agency leading and most 

innovative. MISSION is to enrich people’s lives 

through sports and entertainment. 

Malaysia Asia 

18.  Sport zconsulit 

Representing full-service marketing and 

management specializing in the representation 

of high-profile personalities and brands 

India Asia 

19.  

Taiwan Agency 

For Sports 

Marketing 

Specialized Agency in sports management, 

marketing and carrying out market researches 

for economic organizations sponsoring sports 

events and physical fitness center. 

Taiwan Asia 

20.  

Egyptian 

Football For 

Sports 

Marketing 

specialized Company in marketing football 

matches and producing manufacturing and 

marketing sports tools and clothe and producing 

and distributing sports events programs  

Egypt Africa 

Data Collecting Tools: four Axis were determined for analysis and 

comparison in conformity with achieving the study objectives depending on the 

internet, also we used scientific references, Arab and Foreign studies in the field 

of sports management, business management and investment in the sports in 

addition to explorative studies results, all were submitted to experts [Appendix 

No.(1)], And they agreed unanimously, then the researcher designed a form to 

analyze such Axis using analysis scientific method [15, 16]. After developing 

some clauses incorporated under every Axis in preparation of analysis and 

comparison between agencies, tasks and activities and circumstances of working 

in national environment and submitting in its initial form to expert's [Appendix 

No.(1)] according to their opinion, a final form of analysis and comparison was 

designed [Appendix No.(2)]. 

Scientific Coefficients of Analysis and Comparison Form 

Reliability:  
A. Arbitrators Reliability: Through Submitting the analysis and comparison 

form of Axis and clauses to (8) experts, [Appendix No. (1)], which received 

(100%) unanimity for Axis and from (100%, 62.5) for clauses [table (2-1) 

Appendix No (3)] 
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B. Internal Consistency Reliability: Correlation coefficient between the degree 

of every Axis and the total degree of analysis and comparison form were 

calculated which ranged between (0.84, 0.88) as well as the degree of each clause 

in its Axis and the whole degree of analysis and comparison form which ranged 

between (0.81, 0.86) all had statistical significance at level ( = 0.05) [table (2-2) 

Appendix No (3)]. 

Validity:  
Validity Coefficient of Axis and clauses of analysis and using Alpha Chronbach 

equation which ranged between (0.84, 0.89) for Axis, (0.67, 0.91) for clauses and 

(0.88) for the form as a whole with a statistical significance at level ( = 0.05) 

which indicated the form validity [table (2-3) Appendix No. (3)] 

Statistical Treatment: Recurring and percentages were calculated and the study 

results were offered in the form of graphic columns [table (3) Appendix No. (3)]. 

Research Results Discussion  

First Axis: General and Main Objectives of the Studied Sports 

management agencies 
Figure (1): Percentages of Analyzing and Comparing Trends of Genera and 

Main Objectives of the studied Agencies               N = (20) 

 

 

 Through analyzing results of figure (1) the sport marketing objectives 

were main objectives at (100%) for all the studied agencies as well as 

propaganda and advertisement objectives considered as a promotional mixture 

content related to marketing mixture. In the world of sports, marketing, 

promotion and advertisement are fundamental tools for generating great profits 

[17]. Advertisement became a very important means of communication for sports 

brands seeking for reaching international markets [18]. Where the informational 

objectives took the second place at (95%) Lately concerning about information 

increased under globalization as an important factor of achieving these agencies 

objectives. Programs became effective in all political like aspects [19]. Legal and 

administrative objectives took the third place at (85%), this is due to clients trust 

in that these agencies my represent them in all legal and administrative deals in a 
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better way. Where services and evaluation objectives took the last places at 

(75%, 70%) respectively and this is due to the fact that some of the studied 

agencies depended on the importance of the role played by activities evaluation 

and reviewing and offering some services during times lacking sports events 

attracting clients the affairs which retains their competitive abilities during sports 

stagnation periods. 
 

 

Figure (2): Percentages of Analyzing and Comparing Marginal Attitudes of  

Sports Marketing Objectives of studies Agencies N = (20) 

 By analyzing results of figure (2) it is clear that marketing sports products 

and goods, players and technical and administrative bodies' members reached the 

highest percentage (100%) as main objectives for all the studied agencies. Where 

marketing players and trainers against great sums became an international bourse 

followed in the second place by sports services marketing at (90%) and focusing 

on offering a general view for internal and external environment surrounding the 

sports activity for determining weak and strong points and relevant threats. 

Where consumer clients shall be viewed as an important factor when planning for 

sports services marketing strategies [20], Sport events and sports organizations 

took the same place, the third place at (90%).Event sponsorship has been 

recognized as an effective means through which companies can communicate 

with target markets and attendees of sports events [21]. 

Sport practice places marketing are a main requirement of sports practice, 

also authorities organizing sports events is directing to accepting profit 

commercial care companies participation and promoting such events [22]. The 

most important task for any sports marketer is to support sports event named 

"Financial Vertebral Colum" [23]. Marketing information and specialized sports 

references reached (55%) of sports marketing of the studied agencies. 
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Figure (3): Percentages of Analyzing and Comparing Marginal Trends of 

Advertisement and Propaganda Objectives for the Studied Agencies N = (20) 

 
 

By analyzing results of figure (3), it is clear that advertisement and 

propaganda objectives are equal at (100%) which indicates that agencies are 

directing to utilizing the sports field in advertisement and propaganda for 

promoting and marketing all sports and non sports products and services to 

clients advertisement agencies – clients relationship importance is increasing in 

the sports field as evidenced by long term agreements between both [24]. 

Especially in terms of great sports events such as Olympic Games where 

propaganda is one of their most profitable fields [17].  

Also, there are effective positional variables differ from one agency to 

another according to which every agency selects the most suitable advertising 

means for promoting and marketing their different products [25].  In addition to 

activating all communication channels in propaganda and information [21]. 

 

Figure (4): Percentages of Analyzing and Comparing Marginal Attitudes of 

Informational Objectives of the Studied Agencies   N = (20) 
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Through analyzing results of figure (4) which indicated the availability of 

an internet website and information for extracting data and making statistics at 

(100%) as main marginal objectives the agencies may depend on for managing 

their activities. Establishing successful projects and establishments and managing 

effectively may depend on the true information and data availability [26].  

Also sports supporters on the internet may be attracted through available 

information about prices advantages and the offered services concept compared 

to project [19, 20]. Moreover, market research information took the second place 

at (58%), a high percentage due to considering the market research as one of the 

main objectives of retaining the agencies competitive advantages, specially in 

terms of the consumer's loyalty as a main principle of marketing strategies 

focusing on clients maintenance [17]. 

Objectives related to information about education, training and 

development and also information of researches, references and specialized 

sports periodicals had law percentages (40%, 35%) respectively although they 

are the easier objectives transferable to marketing activities, also marketing and 

promotion companies attempt to make feasibility studies according to which 

marketing and propaganda prices are determined and offers of making profits 

according to their client's concerns are enforced [27]. 

 

Figure (5): Percentage of Analyzing and Comparing Marginal Attitudes of 

Legal Objectives of the Studied Agencies     N = (20) 

 From analyzing the results of figure (5), it is clear that objectives of legal 

consultation and contracts negotiation reached (100%). Where agencies are keen 

to performing legal tasks formulated in negotiation sports men and trainers 

contracts and sports advertisements and legal consultation contracts [28] where 

objectives of solving disputes and contests took the third place at (70%) main 

legal tasks for clients service [28].  

 Legal representation of managing clients wealth reached (55%), where 

insurance and pension negotiation took the last place at (30%), some agencies 

objective at working in legal business and some of are attached to a legal 

organization for managing their legal objectives or annexed agencies where legal 
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organizations have a strong relationship in and every one offers services the other 

may offer to its clients [29]. 
 

Figure (6): Percentages of Analyzing and Comparing Marginal Attitudes if 

Administrative Objectives of the Studied Agencies   N = (20) 

 
 

Despite lacking any chart clarifying how to operate any commercial sports 

agency [30]; Results analysis of figure (6) proved that all agencies objective at 

managing client's activities and affairs and supervising their programs at (100%, 

90%) respectively as main objectives for their activities. Planning and 

consultation objectives reached (80%) and organization and coordination reached 

(60%) agencies management, in elite sport field, depends on the most striking 

operations such as financial management, strategic competition and planning for 

training [31]. 

 Also supervising tonics examinations took the last place at (45%) 

specially when identifying responsibilities of persons having relationships with 

anti-tonics in sport and coordinating between instructions and policies which 

differ from one country to another and between games for guaranteeing their 

clients competition and, accordingly, remaining in the agency. 
 

Figure (7): Percentages of Analyzing and Comparing Marginal Attitudes of 

Services Objectives of the Studied Samples      N = (20) 

 Figure (7) proves that objectives of hosting services production and 

marketing took the first place at (85%) of services objectives. Companies invest 
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in the hosting fields to create business relationships and maintaining and 

enhancing such relationships. In this respect, they are considered as an effective 

strategic marketing too, constituting an integrated part of the marketing mixture 

and a considerable care element. Therefore, the hosting program became a very 

important content of sports events. Where trade mark right marketing took the 

second place at (70%) where trade mark represented successful companies and 

art of trade marks design is the most striking art representing the marketing 

employees professionalism also mass media became a source of management 

[32, 33] and have many positive attitudes in visual use when marketing as 

viewed directly on the advertised products [18]. 

 Where non sports products marketing took the third place at (62%) to 

which economic organization resort to market their products and services 

whether through sports events sponsors for achieving marketing and 

communicational objectives for the objective clients which may increase the 

sponsors purchasing power, where recreational products marketing objectives 

took the fourth and the last place at (50%) where some agencies desire to have 

other deals sources to depend on as they believed that great sports events 

seasonality may affect their profitability and competitive market status, where 

marketing activities success depends on understanding the market needs and 

client's characteristics and nature for offering new product to clients specially 

when clients are un aware of [34]. 
 

Figure (8) Percentages of Analyzing and Comparing Marginal Attitudes of 

Evaluation Objectives of the Studied Agencies         N = (20) 

 

Results of figure (8) clarifies objectives of market research evaluation and 

clients evaluation studies which reached (100%), and which proved the 

importance of evaluation as a marginal objective of the studied agencies main 

objectives to be depended on when applying all marketing activities. Marketing 

research evaluation is the scientific method by which all data and statistics are 

gathered and analyzed for availing information suitable for making marketing 

decisions [19]. 
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Second Axis: Type and Nature of Activities of the Studied Sports 

management Agencies 
Figure (9): Percentages of Analyzing and Comparing Type and Nature of 

the Studied Agencies activities       N = (20) 

 
 

Analysis results of figure (9) indicates different and contracting activities 

applied by agencies with different percentages due to the importance of role they 

play in sport specially professional sport and spare time services [30], Where 

client's activity representation and management and internet web site availability 

took the first place at (100%). In addition online reputation management has 

become increasingly important for a professional athlete in this fast paced world 

[32]. 

 Active marketing through internet use represents the promising future 

directions of sports marketing [34], where representation, licenses, creating and 

promoting sports events, propaganda and advertisement took the second place at 

(95%) where market research activities took the third place at (80%). 

 The offer facts for the main contents which may be used in having a work 

plan and profitability evaluation, also in case of the agencies administrative and 

consultative planning, we have no time to spend in centering, for that, we shall 

follow scientific Axis through depending on agencies having experts in the field 

of planning and feasibility study for making different types of profits also public 

relations strategies objective  some general clients to invest in sports field [20], 

which represented (80%) of the studied agencies, the same percentage took place 

for televising where sport and televising are interrelates through televising and 

sports programming rights supply network, digital televising age changed the 

televised content according to professional sports championships, competitions 

and implications of international sports events [35], financial planning and 

hosting services took the next place at (75%, 70%) respectively, where financial 

planning, scientific and professional planning and personal care are one of the 

main agencies activities tasks [28]. 
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While information systems and sports products goods industry had the 

same percentage (65%), Sports information directors act as a liaison between 

teams and athletic departments on the one hand and the news media on the other 

Activity of supervising and evaluating agencies activities took the seventh place 

at (55%) followed by non sports products goods industry at (50%), where the 

activity of education, professional and administrative training and T.V. 

development had the same percentage (45%) of the agencies activities, most of 

agencies recognized that applying activities for achieving such objective may 

need experts, training programs and trainers in special fields [36]. 

 While the last places were occupied with activities of sales finance and 

achieving strategies at (35%0, syndicates sponsorship and specialized sports 

academic services at (30%), and this percentage difference was due to every 

agency's different strategy in addition to agency's different circumstances and 

communities. The activities relative importance are not the same as they differ 

according to organizations activities and market characteristics [37], yet the most 

important main activities of sports management  agencies are formulated in 

client's affairs representation and management, event creation and promotion, 

event management and marketing, license and representation, T.V production 

and development, syndicates sponsorship, hosting services management, 

marketing programs, study and evaluation and financial management and 

planning [12]. 
 

Third Axis: Type and Nature of the Studied Sports management Agencies 

Clients

Figure (10): Percentages of Analyzing and Comparing Type and Nature of 

the Studied Sports management Agencies Clients    N = (20) 

 
 

Analysis results of figure (10) proves that there are 10 types of clients 

namely clients from productive and service organizations at (100%), great sports 

events specially Olympic are opportunities international companies profit from in 

making deals with the most striking sportsmen to advertise their products and 

services and in most cases such companies make private uniform or cover their 
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sports equipments costs [17] also, clients from businessmen and investors owners 

of productive organizations prefer marketing their products through some public 

sports activities [38]. 

 Followed by mass media at (95%) as globalization affected consumers 

and sports services users and they became fully aware of all sports goods and 

services in sports market of highest quality and lowest cost through different 

mass media [32]. Also technical power in the field of communication, 

information and media operates the in formational machine including providing 

information systems with different contents [39].  

While clients from players and technical and administrative bodies took 

the third place at (80%) as representing concern and decisions taken for 

satisfying their needs and desires [2], followed by clients from small marketing 

agencies, sports teams and small propaganda and advertisement agencies at 

(60%, 55%, 50%) respectively, some marketing agencies work separately or 

affiliated or in a dual manner, in addition to clients attending and seeking for 

sports events [3], where clients from banking institutions and public figures had 

the same percentage (40%), some independent sports agencies are subdivided to 

two categories one represents sports men only and may be, some artists and 

public figures and the other gathers players representation and different sports 

championships management [29], players agents took the last place as agencies 

clients at (35%) where it is common that professional players resort to reliable 

persons as agents as view better than them in dealing with agencies for sports 

management  although there are small agencies could represent sportsmen in 

providing certain services [11]. 
  

Fourth Axis: Quality Norms Availability in the Studied Sports 

management Agencies 
Figure (11): Percentages of Analyzing and Comparing Quality Norms 

Availability in the Studied Agencies                N = (20) 

 
Organization circumstances and cleaning to rules and regulations, 

employees affairs management, communication channels, feedback mechanisms 

and team work are main issues for agencies to avail [31], from figure (11) its 
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clear that the availability of bases focusing on quality may achieve profits and 

lead to taking decisions depending on facts at (100%), followed by applying 

scientific statistical methods and focusing on operations and results at (95%) 

where understanding new and updated technology is a factor governing the 

management ideology and selection [19], where focusing on supervision, feed 

back and communication took the third and the fourth place at (90%, 85%) 

respectively, followed by norms suitable for competence and making good work 

from the first time at equal percentage (80%) quality management makes 

managers avoid traditional practice preventing them from using abilities and 

capacities where it is a cooperative effort to achieve works depending on 

employees and managers talents in addition to profitability and success [40], 

norms of employees participation in permanent improvement reached (40%) and 

collecting their experience and skills took the last place at (55%) recognizing the 

importance of the best investment for all capacities and sources to achieve 

distinction depending on the whole organization capacities and removing 

individuality and following the team work concepts is one of the work 

requirement and bases from the quality management perspective [2]. 
 

Conclusions 
Regarding First Axis: General and Main Objectives of the Studied Sports 

management agencies 

 The main objectives attitudes of al the studied sports management  agencies 

varied, where sports marketing objectives, propaganda and advertisement 

objectives and evaluation objectives for market researches and evaluation 

studies for clients had main objectives for all the studied agencies at 100% 

also informational, legal and administrative objectives, services and 

evaluation had percentages between (95% : 70%). 

 The studied agencies focused ion services marketing objectives, events and 

sports organizations at percentages from (100%: 90%), where this percentage 

was reduced for information marketing objectives and scientific and sport 

references to (50%) as marginal objectives for the sports marketing 

objectives.  

 The studied agencies availed a website, data, statistics and market research as 

marginal objectives at (100% : 85%), where some of tried to avail objectives 

of education and training information, administrative development and 

information of researches, references and specialized sports periodicals at 

(40% : 30%). 

 High percentage of the studied agencies which designs legal consultation 

objectives, negotiation for contracts and solving disputes as marginal 

objectives for their legal objectives at percentage  from (100% : 70%) where 

percentages of agencies which focused o legal representation for wealth and 

client's insurance and pension negotiation were reduced to (55% : 30%). 
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 Objectives of administrating clients activities and affairs, supervising their 

programs, planning and consultation were marginal objectives for the studied 

agencies administrative objectives at (100% : 80%) where organization and 

coordination objectives and supervising tonics examinations reached (60%: 

45%). 

 The studied agencies incorporated hosting services production and marketing 

objectives and trade marks rights and non sports product products as marginal 

objectives for services objectives at percentages between (85% : 65%) where 

recreational products objectives reached (50%). 
 

Regarding Second Axis: Type and Nature of Activities of the Studied Sports 

management Agencies 

 Most of the studied agencies availed client's representation activities and 

activities management in addition to a website, representation and licenses 

property, propaganda and advertisement activities, creating and promoting 

event, public relation, administrative planning activities, consultation, 

televising and marking market researches which reached the highest 

percentage (100% : 80%). 

 Where activities of financial planning hosting services and information 

systems had moderate percentages between (75%: 55%). 

 Availability of activities of un sports products industry, vocational and 

administrative education and training, T.V. production and development, 

Sales finance and strategies execution activities, Syndicates sponsorship and 

sports academic services had low percentage when analyzing and comparing 

the studied agencies nature and activities (50% : 30%). 
 

Third Axis: Type and Nature of the Studied Sports management Agencies 

Clients 

 There are a contrasting group of clients and the studied sports management  

agencies, namely production and service organizations, mass media, players 

and technical and administrative bodies at percentage (100% : 80%). 

 Where small marketing agencies, sports teams and small propaganda and 

advertisement agencies had moderate percentage (60%: 50%). 

 Where banking organizations, public figures and players agents had low 

percentage as the studied agencies agents (40%: 35%). 

 

Fourth Axis: Quality Norms Availability in the Studied Sports management 

Agencies 

 There are many quality management norms for all the studied agencies 

represented in focusing on quality for making profit, taking decisions 

depending on facts, applying scientific statistical method, focusing on 

operation and results, concerning about supervision and feed back and 
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communication, designing norms suitable for competition and making a 

perfect work from the first time at (100% : 80%). 

 Most of the studied agencies gave the employees the opportunity of 

participating in permanent improvement, using their experience and skills at 

(70%: 50%). 

Recommendations 
 Having an international view towards national's sports investment through sports 

management objectives, activities and abilities to marketing products or services 

different from national nature. 

 Variety and contrast of international agencies working in sports management 

and non-substantial profits they make, may consider them examples to be followed at 

the national level. 

 The existence of sports management agencies at the national level may open 

fields for multi national sports investment which provides clients with the opportunity 

of selecting the best administrative, productive, marketing and service investment with 

high quality in conformity with their needs, capacities and their activity type and 

nature and offering all contrasting activities from. 

 Establishing sports management agencies at national level allow more 

opportunities of work, training and professional development for many local human 

resources specially youth besides directing their concern to national young sports 

champs to be international champs. 

 Through the existence of such agencies at the national level, this will pay the 

attention of commercial companies and organizations to join the sports investment 

field and concluding investment and financial agreement in the form of sponsorship 

and partnership with different sports organizations, there fare the profit will be 

doubled where trade progresses through sport. 

 Preparing investment studies in the sports field on the long term and 

encouraging the banking sector to finance and find new mechanisms and initiation for 

finance beside availing flexibility in the sports sector's regulations. 
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Analytical Study of International  

Sports Management Agencies  
D. Sabren Atey Mersal 

D. Ashraf Samir Elmedany 

Abstract 
Under the international economic organizations support of taking sports 

welfare decision, national sports investment field needs agencies for sports 

management  depending on the fact that all expenses spent by such organizations 

in this field may have a positive effects on clients purchasing decisions where all 

agencies have marketing strategies for marketing and promoting their clients and 

products to reach the objective sectors, this study objective at analyzing and 

comparing some international agencies for sports management  through their 

objectives  and activities and clients nature in as well as quality norms and bases 

availability through using descriptive method by a comparative analysis of a (20) 

subjects sample from international  agencies through the deliberated method 

representing most of international attitudes applying different sports activities by 

using analysis and comparison from designed and codified and all statistic 

coefficients were calculated for extracting the study conclusions and 

recommendations 

 

Keywords: Sports management, sports management agencies, sports marketing, 

sports investment.  
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